REAL TIME FILTERING FROM THE CLOUD

Today’s complex IT environment requires effective, always-on content filtering and security for all your students, devices and locations. Tru-View Cloud from Bloxx combines our on premise hardware or virtual filtering appliances with Bloxx cloud filtering to deliver real-time web filtering that minimises risk whilst increasing network protection in a cloud environment.

Bloxx Tru-View Cloud combines all the great existing features in Bloxx’s portfolio and introduces Acceptable Use Policy (AUP) Management to simplify compliance, Single Sign On for BYOD and enhanced Cookie Authentication. Enabling organisations to set robust policies for mobile workers and deploy filtering to additional, remote locations, whilst benefiting from central management.

All without the need for any additional hardware.

Moving your security to the Cloud? We have you covered.

Real-time filtering and security
- Real-time content analysis, categorisation and filtering with patented Tru-View Technology
- Full inspection of SSL traffic
- Protection against malware, spyware and phishing attacks

Filtering and Security for all users and devices
- Wide range of authentication methods supported (Google Auth, Radius & SAML)
- Secure filtering clients for Windows, OSX and any device with proxy capability
- Wireless and mobile broadband connections supported

Full Visibility and Reporting of Web Browsing
- Logging and reporting data is automatically transferred to the main on premise appliance

Easy Provisioning and Simple Management
- Connect branch offices and roaming users with no hardware to install
- Centralised policy management
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